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Your Model H Silverstitcher has been engineered and developed
to provide you with the finest stitching equipment available for your needs. With
proper care and maintenance it will give you years of satisfactory, efficient service.
This manual shows you how to get top performance from your stitcher. Read it
thoroughly. Study it carefully. Best stitching performance will be assured, if ail the
adjustments are made as instructed so that you get the following desired results.

1. Good cut-off

4. Proper clincher alignment

2. Uniform wire draw

5. Sufficient compreqsion

3. Equal leg length
When ordering parts, please state: quantity required, part number, part name,
type, wire size and crown width of your stitcher.

ALL OILING POINTS PAINTED RED

OIL

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
These instructions must be followed to insure proper installation, efficient operation and the prevention of serious
damage to your stitcher.

OIL MOTOR
EVERY 1000
HOURS

CAUTION
Before uncrating, examine your stitcher for any visible
damage in transit. If damaged, DO NOT UNCRATE
THE MACHINE. Instead notify transportation officials
immediately?

DO NOT PULL OR
PUSH ON THE POST
OR ARM OF THE
MACHINE.

NOTE
For uncrating Stitcher in closed crate, follow instructions on
crate. For open type crates, see below.

Uncrating Stitcher: (1) Remove the end of the crate
at which the motor is located. (2) Remove two bolts
which hold the base of the stitcher to the bottom of the
crate. (3) Remove the cross brace in the upper half of
the crate. (4) Pull the stitcher from the crate.

OIL ONCE EACH DAY MACHINE OPERATES USING
SAE NO. 20; USE LIGHT GREASE IN FORMER CAM.
Figure 1

After uncrating, examine the stitcher carefully for any
damage in transit. If damaged, DO NOT INSTALL
THE MACHINE. Instead, notify transportation officials
and your Acme representative immediately. Make
certain that you get a signed copy of the Carrier Inspector's Report of the damage incurred.
Location for stitcher: Your stitcher should be placed on
a level floor. Best performance is obtained by fastening
the machine to the floor.
Lubrication: After cleaning, your stitcher should be lubricated at all oiling points (figure 1). Use the SAE-20
oil which is furnished with your stitcher. The machine
should be oiled at least once every eight operating hours.
CAUTION
LIBERALLY COAT ALL GEARS LOCATED IN BACK OF HEAD
PLATE AND GEARS IN SPECIAL 45 ° AND 90° GEAR BOXES
EVERY 60 DAYS. USE KEYSTONE NO, I22-7X OR EQUIVALENT.

Mount Coil Holder and Wire Coil:
10-Pound Wire Coils: If your machine is equipped with
a 10-pound coil holder, follow these simple steps (figure 2) :
1. Remove coil holder bracket and stud (A) and coil
holder (B) from box which is strapped to the base
of the stitcher.
2. Bolt the coil holder bracket and stud to the head
plate casting (Index H, figure 3).
3. Place wire coil on the coil holder. Make sure that the
wire end is on top of the coil, facing so that the coil
unwinds counterclockwise.
4. Screw the front plate on tightly. Place coil holder on
the stud of the coil holder bracket. Make sure that
the wire feeds counterclockwise from the top of the
coil.

Check Motor: The type of motor for your machine was
specified on your purchase order. These specifications are
repeated on .a tag which is attached to your stitcher.
Check this tag before connecting the machine to electric
current.

HUM

CAUTION
BEFORE OPERATING STITCHER BY MOTOR POWER, DEPRESS THE FOOT PEDAL AND TURN FLYWHEEL BY HAND
TO MAKE SURE THAT THE STITCHER HEAD WILL COMPLETE ITS CYCLE WITHOUT INTERFERENCE.

Figure 2
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Threading the Wire

Figure 3

5.

Fasten the coil holder on the bracket by putting on
the coil holder friction (C), coil holder spring (D)
and coil bolder nut (E) . See figure 2.

6.

Tighten nut sufficiently to prevent wire coil from
unwinding after the stitcher stops.

25-Pound Wire Coils: If your machine is equipped with
a 25-pound coil holder, follow these five easy steps:

Remove coil holder from box which is strapped to the
base of the stitcher.
2.

Bolt coil holder bracket (Index F, figure 4) to the
head plate casting (Index H, figure 3)

3.

Remove outside plate (Index G, figure 4) of the coil
holder by unscrewing counterclockwise.

4.

Place wire coil on the hub of the coil holder. Make
sure that the wire end is at top of the coil, facing so
that the coil unwinds counterclockwise.

5.

Replace outside plate of the coil holder. Tighten
securely.

Thread the Wire:
10-Pound Wire Coils: If your machine is equipped with
a 10-pound coil holder, follow these simple steps (figure 3) :
1. Turn flywheel until the driver link (I) is in a vertical
position.

2.

Hold the wire end and cut tape ties.

3.

Thread the wire through the staple (Q) of the tension
spring (J) , wire straightener rollers (K) , adjusting
slide (L) , check pawl (M) : between the feed wheels
(N) , through the wire guide (0) and into the cutter
tube opening (P). Occasionally it is necessary to
press down on the check pawl collar to feed the wire
through that part.

25-Pound Wire Coils: If your machine is equipped with
a 25-pound coil holder, follow these six easy steps:

Figure 4

I.

Turn flywheel until the driver link (Index L• figure
3) is in a vertical position.

2.

Hold the wire end in one hand and cut tape ties with
your other hand.

Section 1

Set the Machine for Stitching
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Thread the wire over the wire guide assembly (J)
and through the staple (K). See figure 4.
4. If your machine is equipped for Arcuate Wire Stitching, feed wire directly into the check pawl (Index
M, figure 3). If your stitcher is equipped for flat wire
stitching, thread wire through the wire straightener
adjusting slide (Index L, figure 3) * before inserting
it into the check pawl.

3.

Not standard equipment far Arcuate wire stitcher using 25-pound
coil holders.

Thread wire between the feed wheels (Index N, figure 3). NOTE: If your machine is equipped for
Arcuate Wire Stitching and the feed wheels are not
open to accept the wire, step on the foot pedal and
turn flywheel % turn in direction indicated by arrow.
o. Thread wire through wire guide (0) and into the
cutter tube opening (P). NOTE: If flywheel was
turned during Step 5, complete the revolution until
driver link is in a vertical position.
5.

CAUTION
AVOID DAMAGE TO YOUR STITCHER BY FOLLOWING
THESE RULES:
1. Never operate your stitcher with wire feeding unless
you have work material between the clincher and
formers.
2. Do not drive one stitch on top of another.

Following are two recommended lists of parts, either one
of which should be maintained according to preference.
Group No. 1 is for the minimum parts required for emergency servicing. Group No. 2 combined with Group No. 1
more fully protects the users of Model H Silverstitchers
where down time must be minimized.

Clutch Pin

Set Machine for Stitching:

Clutch Pin Spring

To set your machine properly, follow these five important steps (figure 5) :
I. Lower the clincher (A) as far as possible by turning
the adjusting nut (B).
2. Step on foot pedal and turn flywheel by hand until
the former housing (C) is at the lowest point of its
stroke.
3. Place a piece of material to be stitched over the
clincher.
4. If the work material is solid fibre, turn the adjusting
nut (B) until the material is held firmly between .the
clincher and formers. If the work material is corrugated fibre, turn the adjusting nut (B) until clincher
and formers make a slight compression of the work
material.
5. Return stitcher to neutral by rotating flywheel until
it turns freely.

Cutter Blades

2

Cutter Blade Screws

2

Cutter Tubes

2

Former Plunger
'Former Plunger Spring

Group No. 2

(consists of Group No. 1

plus the fallowing items)

Name

Quantity

Check Pawl Assembly
Clincher
Cutter Blade Screws

6

Former & Driver Assembly
Pulley Drive Pins

2

When ordering parts, include the following inforinatinn:
(a) Serial number of stitcher.
(b) Wire size.
(c) Stitch width, (example) %", he" or %" crown.
(d) Equipped for Flat or Arcuate stitching.
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OPERATION

Bottom stitching of full
flap slotted container
(F.F.S.C.).

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING
PREVENT ACCIDENTS BY FOLLOWING THESE RULES . . .
1. DO NOT PUT YOUR HANDS NEAR AREA TO BE
STITCHED WHEN MACHINE IS OPERATING.
2.TURN THE MOTOR OFF WHEN THE STITCHER IS NOT
IN USE.

Top stitching of overlap
slotted container
(0.S.C.).

Turn ON the power and place the work material over the
clincher. Make sure that the box is in the correct position
fox stitching (figure 6 shows the correct placement of
stitches) .
POST STITCHERS:
Press down on the foot pedal (or electric trip if the
machine is so equipped) gradually until the post is locked
in an upright position. Then press the pedal down the
rest of the way to engage the clutch. The machine will
continue to stitch until the pedal is raised slightly. A
stitch and flap guide with a red arrow (Index 20, figure
46) assists in locating the center of the stitch.

Bottom stitching of
regular slatted container

ARM, TOP AND SEAM STITCHERS:
The clutch is engaged by stepping on the foot pedal (or
electric trip if the machine is so equipped) . These models
will also continue to stitch while the pedal is held down.
NOTE
According to the Consolidated Freight Classification Rulings, wire stitches used to close corrugated and solid
fibre shipping boxes should be placed not more than
21/2 " apart along the edges of the flaps. While the
number of stitches required depends primarily on the
size of the box, the weight of the contents should also
be considered. A box with Q heavy load will often need
more than the minimum number of stitches. The illustrations shown in figure 6 are a guide for the correct placement of stitches.

Side and end stitching
of Telescope container.

Figure 6
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MAINTENANCE
T ROUBLE SHOOTING
AND ADJUSTMENTS

The Maintenance, Trouble Shooting and Adjustment information in this section plays a very important role in eliminating
or reducing production line down time.
The various kinds of mechanical trouble that may occur in
your stitcher are described below. Possible causes and remedies are given for each kind of mechanical trouble. The remedies are indexed to the various sections under Adjustments,
which gives more detailed information about your stitcher
and recommended remedies. Unless you recognize which of
the causes is correct, check each one until the correct cause is
located.

411

HEAD
TROUBLE

A.

POSSIBLE CAUSE

REMEDY

Defective Stitches

1. One or both legs buckled

L, J
NOTE: Since buckled legs are often. concealed by the board and may appear the
same as a short leg, always remove two or
more stitches to see which condition is
occurring.

2. Wrinkled crown
3. One leg is consistently too
short or too long

-

L„.

J

4. Varying leg length

L, _J

1. Clincher block is worn or improperly aligned
2. Insufficient compression
3. Unequal leg length
4. Burred stitch leg
5. Incorrect wire size
6. Insufficient arc in wire
7. Worn former legs
8. Broken plunger spring
9. Worn anvil
1. Right-hand feed wheel improperly adjusted
—single-head stitcher
2. Right-hand feed wheel improperly adjusted
—dual-head stitcher
1. Excessive tension on nut of 10-pound
coil holder
2. Excessive brake tension on 25-pound coil
holder
3. Dirty or worn check pawl
4. Broken tension spring on 10-pound coil holder
5. Broken wire guide assembly on 25-pound
coil holder
Excessive tension on wire straightener
7. Wire guide friction not operating
8. Former plunger not operating

"B", page 13
"H", page 17
See HEAD, A3, 4.
"A", page 12
"0", page 20
"CC", page 23
"M", page 19
"K", page 143
"N", page 19
"F", page 14
"DD", page 23
"D", page

13

"D", page 13
page 13
page 18
"D", page 13
"E", page 14
"S", page 20
page 17
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TROUBLE
5.

POSSIBLE CAUSE

Corner of crown distorted
or fractured

----7•--...1

1, Excessive compression
2. Broken driver end
3, Worn former legs
4. Clincher block improperly aligned or worn
5. Incorrect wire size
6. Worn anvil

6. Stitch crown not flat and
legs not bent back into
board
-----7. One or both legs turn out

Insufficient compression

REMEDY
"H", page 17
"ID", page 20
"M", page 19
"B", page 13
"0", page 20
"N", page 19
"H", page 17

1. Clincher block improperly aligned
2. Dull or improperly adjusted cutter blade
and tube
3. Loose post

"B", page 13

8. Flat piece of wire

1. Former plunger is not operating
2. Broken anvil spring
3. Excessive tension on nut of 10-pound coil holder
4. Excessive brake tension on 25-pound coil holder

"I",
"N",
"D",
"D",

9. Stitches come out in
pieces

1. Former plunger is not operating
2. Cutter tube has been improperly inserted
3. Incorrect wire size

"I", page 17
"A", page 12
"0", page 20

------1

-

I

I

10. Both

stitch legs are either
too long or too short

I.
L......

Improper size of cutter blade

"A", page 12
"L", page 18
page 17
page 19
page 13
page 13

"A", page 12

J

....i
.

IMPORTANT
The former and driver assembly (figure 37) should be removed and cleaned at least every 30 days, At this time, the former
screws should be tightened and any burrs in the screw slots should be rubbed down with emery cloth, See "BB", page 23.

B.

Wire buckles between the feed wheels and wire guide.
1. Machine operated without work under head
2. Dull or incorrectly adjusted cutter blade or
tube
3. Short wire draw
4. Incorrect timing on dual-head stitcher
5. Incorrect timing on single-head stitcher
6. Worn or flattened former roller
7. Wire straightener out of adjustment
8. Former plunger is not operating
9. Wire guide friction is not operating
10. Slot at bottom of anvil is dirty

"H" page 17
"A", page 12
See HEAD, A3,4.
"EE", page 23
"G", page 16
"W", page 21
"E", page 14
"I", page 17
"S", page 20
"N", page 19

C. Wire tangles on coil holder
1, Loose brake on 25-pound coil holder
2. Nut on 10-pound coil holder is too loose
3. Side plate not screwed on tight

"D", page 13
"D", page 13
"T", page 20

Trouble Shooting

Section

TROUBLE

POSSIBLE CAUSE

REMEDY

D. Broken cutter tube

1. Tube has been improperly inserted
2. Dull tube or cutter blade

"A", page 12
"A", page 12

E. Sheared screws on cutter blade

1. Tube has been improperly inserted
2. Dull tube or cutter blade

"A", page 12
"A", page 12

F. Machine speed is less than normal

1. Loose V-belt
2. Motor failure
3. Incorrect motor size
4. Brake bracket too tight

"U", page 21

"V", page 21

G. Stitch is driven before clincher block is in position

1. Roller lever is improperly adjusted on
mechanical post
2. Post set screw is improperly adjusted on
Electro-Power Post

0

A. Clicking noise

"Z", page 22
"GG"; page 24

REAR

NOTE
Always drive one stitch under power since clicking noise will normally occur when motor is turned on
after machine has been turned over by hand.

1. Broken clutch pin
2. Broken clutch pin spring
3. Worn drive pins
4. Brake is improperly adjusted

"Q", page 20
"Q", page 20

1. Improper tension
2. Motor pulley improperly aligned with
main drive wheel
3. Oil on V-belt

"U", page 21

"R", page 20

"V", page 21

B. Rapid wear of V-belt

"U", page 21
"U", page 21

C. Motor hums or grinds

Check to see if motor specifications are
the same as your power supply
D. Stitcher repeats without pressure on the foot pedal
1. Brake is too loose
2. Excessive oil on clutch hub
3. Broken clutch pin
4. Broken clutch plate
S. Main drive wheel is frozen on drive shaft

"V", page 21
"V", page 21
"Q", page 20
"X", page 22
"Y", page 22

3

p
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Trouble Shooting

POSSIBLE CAUSE

0

A. Machine won't stitch when foot pedal is pressed

REMEDY

BASE

as far as possible

1. Set screw on foot pedal requires adjusting

"AA", page 23

2. Stitcher is not placed on a level floor
3. Worn clutch plate

"X", page 22

4. Defective micro-switch or electric trip

"HH", page 24

5. Loose wire connection on micro-switch or
electric trip

"HH", page 24

6. Defective solenoid
B. Post does not return or returns slowly when pressure is removed from foot

pedal

1. Pivot stud is too tight on mechanical post
2. Pivot stud is too tight on Electro-Power Post
3. Clincher post spring is too weak on
mechanical post
4. Clincher post spring is too weak on ElectroPower Post

"L", page 18
"FF", page 24
"L",

page 18

"FF", page 24

5. Clincher post is not lubricated

A WELL MAINTAINED STITCHING MACHINE
IS A SAFER STITCHING MACHINE

Adjustments
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Figure 7

CAUTION
TURN MOTOR OFF BEFORE MAKING ANY ADJUSTMENTS

A. Cutter Blade and Cutter Tube:
The cutter blade and cutter tube cut the wire pridr to the
forming of the stitch. To insure a good clean shear of the
wire, the cutter blade (Index A, figure 7) and the cutter
tube (Index B, figure 7) must be kept sharp and the cutter tube properly inserted in the slide box (Index C, figure 7) . Always check both of these parts since they operate as a unit. Replacing one and leaving the other dull
will not remedy the trouble. The blade (figure 8) is reversible and both cutting edges should be used before
replacing. The lower edge of a dull tube will often snap
off because the wire does not shear off properly and sometimes becomes wedged between the cutter tube (figure 9)
and the blade. Occasionally a heavy burr on the end of
the wire will cause it to stick in the anvil (Index ID, figure
7) . This will in turn result in the buckling (K) of the wire
between the feed wheels (E and F) and wire guide (G) .
The tube can be removed by loosening the cutter tube
clamp screw (H) . To remove the cutter blade, step on
the foot pedal and rotate the main drive wheel in the
direction indicated by the red arrow until the former and
driver unit reaches the loWest point of its stroke. Then
remove the cutter blade screws. (I). When reassembling,
always replace the cutter blade first and return the machine to neutral by completing the revolution of the main

Figure 8

drive wheel. Then insert the cutter tube with the slot
toward the rear of the machine and press tightly against
cutter blade (Index B, figure 11) while tightening the
cutter tube clamp screw. Always make the first stitch by
hand before turning on the power. If the tube is inserted
when the machine is not in neutral it will extend beyond
the blade (Index A, figure 11) and cause the tube to
break, the cutter blade screws to shear off, or the lower
part of the housing below the tube to crack off when the
stroke is completed.
For some special stitching applications requiring an
unusually short wire draw, a specially hardened left
former leg is used as a cutter blade. The left former leg
cannot be reversed when it becomes dull (as a cutter blade
can) but must be replaced with a new left former leg
CAUTION
TO AVOID SERIOUS DAMAGE
1. Adjust cutter tube (Index A, figure 11) only when
stitcher is in neutral position. Stitcher is in neutral Position
when former and driver assembly (Index C, figure 11) is
at the highest part of its stroke.
2. Do not operate stitcher under power when face plate
(Index D, figure .1 1) is not in place.
3. Before operating stitcher under electrical power, make
certain all parts of the stitcher are operating freely by
turning the flywheel three or four turns by hand while
foot pedal is pressed down.

Figure 9
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CORRECT

INCORRECT

Figure 10

The length of the right leg is determined by the setting
of the right hand feed wheel. The length of the left leg
is determined by the_thickness of the cutter blade. The
thicker the blade the longer the leg. Increasing or decreasing the cutter blade size by 1/16" increases or decreases the length of the left leg by 1/16". The right leg
must then be increased or decreased by the same amount
as instructed in paragraph F.
NOTE
If it is necessary to increase the thickness of the cutter
blade to more than 5/16", make certain the slide box
!Index Cr figure 7) has a milled out section to accept the
additional thickness. See page 27 for various sizes of
cutter blades available.

B. Clincher Block:
The purpose of the clincher block (Index 2, figure 45 for
Post-type stitchers or Index 1, figure 44 for Arm-type
stitchers) is to turn back the legs of the stitch after they
have penetrated the work material_ To do this, the legs
must strike the block with equal spacing from the outside edges of the grooves (figure 10) .
To test this alignment, drive five or ten stitches into
a section of your work The high spots on either side of
the clincher block will leave impressions on the under side
of the material being stitched. It is an easy matter then
to see if the space between the point each stitch leg penetrates the board and the impression of the clincher block
are equal. If one leg is closer to the impression on the
material than the other, the clincher block will require
adjusting.
To adjust, loosen set screw (Index 2, figure 44.; Index 1
on 45) and move block in the proper direction to center
legs. Tighten screw. The clincher block is reversible and
can be turned when it becomes worn along one side.
For additional information on adjustment of posts, see
paragraphs L and Z of this section.

Figure 11

C. Check Pawl:
The check pawl (Index L, figure 7, also Index 60, figure
42) permits the wire to flow forward into the stitching
head but prevents it from moving in a reverse direction_
When it does not function properly the wire slips backward and causes short legged stitches. This condition is
usually caused by an accumulation of dirt which prevents
the small rollers that grip the wire from moving freely.
To clean, remove the wire from the pawl by pressing
down on the sleeve and pushing the wire down slightly.
Then pull wire up and withdraw from the check pawl.
The pawl can then be removed by loosening lock screw
(Index J, figure 7) . Clean the pawl by shaking it in
any grease-cutting agent. After cleaning and drying, insert a six-inch piece of wire in the pawl and attempt to
pull it in the reverse direction. If all the dirt has been
removed and it continues to slip, replace with a new part.
D. Coil Holder — Tension and Brake Adjustment
10-pound coil holder, Tension:

If the nut (Index E, figure 2) on this holder is tightened
excessively, the holder will not rotate freely. This hinders
the correct feeding of wire into the stitcher. As a result,
a full stitch is not formed. If the nut is insufficiently
tightened, the wire will unwind too fast. This causes wire
tangling.
To obtain the correct amount of tension, the coil holder
nut should be tight enough so that the wire coil does not
rotate except when wire is feeding into the machine. If
there is excessive tension on the nut, slightly flatten the
three-pronged coil holder friction (Index C, figure 2).
If there is insufficient tension on the nut, prongs on the
coil holder friction should be extended slightly outward
CAUTION
The amount of tension against the coil holder will vary
if the coil holder assembly is placed incorrectly on the
coil holder bracket stud so that the removable plate faces
the rear instead of the front. This removable plate is
stamped "This side to the front." See pages 4 and 5
for proper placement of wire coil on coil holder.

25-pound coil holder, Brake Adjustment:

This is made before shipment. If further adjustments are necessary, use
two screw drivers, with
the one in the right hand
held securely in brake
shaft (Index A, figure
12) . Left hand operates
Figure 12
screw driver to loosen set
screw (Index B, figure 12) . Turn brake bracket shaft
clockwise to tighten brake— counterclockwise to loosen
brake.
Brake pressure roust not be too tight. However, there
should be sufficient tension to apply the brake smoothly
and prevent the wire coil from over-running.
To adjust the brake: (1) Turn the brake bracket shaft
counterclockwise until the wire guide assembly (Index C,
figure 12) fails limp. (2) Turn the brake bracket shaft
clockwise until the slack is removed and the brake shoe
is just touching the brake drum_ (3) Make one more full
turn on the brake bracket shaft. (4) Tighten set screw.

Adjustments
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NOTE
Excessive or insufficient
tension will cause an
extreme upward curl in
the wire.

Figure 13

Figure 14

Be sure that the brake drum is kept clean. Dirt and rust
will cause the brake to grab and prevent the coil holder
from coming to a smooth, gradual stop.

tionship of the high spots on these two wheels determines the amount of wire which is fed into the machine
(figure 16) . The right hand feed wheel, (Index A, figure
16) controls the length of the right stitch leg. More wire
is fed by adjusting this wheel counterclockwise; less wire
is fed by adjusting the wheel clockwise.

If the wire guide assembly is broken, the brake on the
coil holder will not function. Replace the wire guide assembly.

E. Wire Straightener
(This part is omitted if your machine is equipped for
Arcuate Wire Stitching)
Every Silverstitcher is supplied with a wire straightener
(figure 15) so that the wire can be more accurately controlled for proper entrance into the anvil (Index A, figure 13) . If the correct amount of tension is not applied,
the wire will strike above or below the slot of the anvil
and cause the wire to buckle between the feed wheels and
feed tube (Index K, figure 7)
To determine the proper amount of tension required to
straighten the wire, use a pair of pliers or grip lightly
with a pair of snips between the wire guide (Index B,
figure 14) and the cutter tube (Index C, figure 14) and
push forward until the wire (Index D, figure 14) appears
at the right of the head. Then pull the loose end out about
12". If the tension is correct the wire will be straight or
curve slightly upward but not beyond approximate position of the wire shown in figure 14.
To adjust, loosen slide lock screw (Index A, figure 15)
and remove all tension. Then move adjusting slide (Index B, figure 15) to the right 1/3.," and lock set screw.
Pull 18" of wire through the head and cut off. Pull out
an additional foot. This is necessary to clear the wire
which had already passed through the straightener before
the adjustment had been made. If the curvature is still
too great, increase the pressure on the straightener very
slightly and test again. Repeat until the wire is within
the range shown in the illustration. Always try to get the
proper adjustment with as little tension as possible since
an increased drag on the wire will cause a variation in the
length of the right leg.

NOTE
The length of the left stitch feg is determined by the
thickness of the cutter blade.
To test the length of the stitch legs: (1) Turn off the

motor. (2) Step on the foot pedal and turn the flywheel
slowly until the formers and driver (figure 17) are at the
lowest point of their stroke and the driver bar pnches the
stitch partially out of the former legs. (3) Check lower
part of the stitch legs to see if they are uneven ( figure 17).
(4) If the leg length is uneven, turn flywheel until formers
and driver are at the highest point of their stroke.
To adjust the feed wheels: Turn off the motor and
loosen the feed wheel screw (Index A, figure 18). Since
turning the screw will cause the gears to rotate unless
held in place, it is necessary to apply clockwise pressure
on a screw driver inserted in the driver link (Index B,
figure 18) . The feed wheel can now be turned as required.
Usually a movement of y32" to 1/.6" is sufficient. The bolt
should be tightened while applying counterclockwise
pressure on the screw driver. This operation should be
repeated until the length of the stitch legs is equal or not
more than a 1/64" variation exists. If you are unable to
get proper leg length, check spacing between the feed
wheels.
To check spacing of feed wheels: (1) Remove the wire
from the stitcher. (2) Turn flywheel until high spots of

F. Feed Wheels
Machines Equipped for Flat Wire Stitching
The feed wheels each have a cam or high spot. The rela-

Figure 15
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feed wheels face each other. (3) Check spacing with
feeler gauge. Adjust spacing according to the chart below:

FEED WHEEL SPACING FOR VARIOUS THICKNESS OF WIRE
Wire Thickness
Opening between
Feed Wheels

1 .01 7 and .020
.008

.023 and .024

.028

.010

.012

To Adjust Feed Wheels: (1) Loosen lock screw (Index

C, figure 18) . (2) Turn set screw (Index D, figure 18)
to desired position. (3) Lock set screw by tightening
lock screw. (4) Turn flywheel until formers and driver
are at the highest point of their stroke. Occasionally, a
groove is worn in one or both of the feed wheels. This
causes the wire to slip and results in uneven leg lengths.
The most frequent cause of this wear is excessive tension
on the nut (Index E, figure 2) of a 10-pound coil holder.

CHECK LENGTH
OF STITCH LEGS

a
U

Figure 17

Machines Equipped for Arcuate Wire Stitching
The relationship of the flat on the cam plate (Index A,
figure 19) with the flat on the right hand feed wheel
(Index B, figure 19) determines the amount of wire which
is fed into the machine.
The right hand feed wheel controls the length of the right
stitch leg. Move cam plate clockwise to obtain less wire
draw—counterclockwise to obtain more wire.
NOTE
The length of the /eft stitch leg is determined by the
thickness of the cutter blade.
To Adjust the Cam Plate: Turn off the motor and loosen
feed wheel screw (Index C, figure 19) : Since turning
this screw causes the gears to rotate unless held in place,
it is necessary to apply clockwise pressure on a screw
driver inserted in the driver link (Index C, figure 21) .
Loosen Allen cap screw (Index D, figure 19) and turn
cam as required. The top side of the right hand feed
wheel has graduated markings. Move the arrow on the
ram plate left one mark to increase the right leg 1/8"; move
the arrow right one mark to decrease the right leg 1/8 ".
After making cam plate adjustment, tighten Allen cap

Figure I6

screw and feed wheel screw while applying counterclockwise pressure on the screw driver inserted in the
driver link. This operation should be repeated until the
lengths of stitch legs are equal or there is not more than
al/64" variation.

Feed Wheel Alignment
Improper alignment will induce camber or will prevent
the forming of a full arc. The ridge on the left hand feed
wheel should mate with the groove in the right hand
feed wheel. This can be checked by looking down through
the check pawl hole after having removed the check pawl
and while holding a piece of white paper under the feed
wheels. If the alignment is not correct, it will be necessary to grind off the required amount from the front surface area around the hinge plate pivot hole. (See Index
B, figure 16). Generally, this is required for stitchers already in the field which were not originally made for
Arcuate stitching. In these machines the face plate positions the left hand feed wheel too far forward for correct
Arcuate alignment.

Figure 18
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Feed Wheel Spacing
Incorrect spacing will cause excessive wear of the feed
wheels and incorrect amount of arc. To set the spacing

of the feed wheels, depreqs the foot trip and turn the flywheel slowly by hand until the flat of the cam on the
right hand feed wheel is facing the left hand feed wheel.
Loosen hinge adjusting lock screw (Index D, figure 21)
and back oif the set screw (Index E, figure 21) until the
left hand feed wheel contacts the-right hand feed wheel
and cannot be rotated by hand. Then turn set screw clockwise very slowly until the left hand feed wheel is no
longer in contact with the right hand feed wheel. The
proper setting is that point where the left hand feed wheel
rotates freely but when the set screw is turned 1° counterclockwise the left hand feed wheel will no longer rotate.
With the feed wheels in this position tighten lock screw.
Replace check pawl.

Correct Amount of Arc:
026"
to
--I .030"

ogeolilE111111.ftw

To Retime the Machine: (1) Remove the gear guard
(Index B, figure 20) . (2) Remove the compression spring
stud (Index C, figure 20) and compression spring (Index D, figure 20) , loosening the head plate hinge. Do not
let hinge plate fall away. (3) Move hinge plate slightly
so gears become disengaged and then turn free gear up
one notch. (4) Press hinge plate to engage gears. (5)
Insert compression spring and stud. (6) Tighten. (7)
Re-adjust length of the right leg. (See paragraph F.)

i
g

l

The wire should have an arc from .026" to .030". Unless
there is a sufficient amount of arc in the wire, the stitches
may not penetrate or clinch properly. When the feed
wheels have become worn from long use they should be
replaced in order to maintain the correct amount of arc.

G. TIMING SINGLE-HEAD STITCHERS
(See paragraph EE far timing dud-ileac( stitchers.I

Machines Equipped for. Flat Wire Stitching
The left hand feed wheel (Index F, figure 21) controls
the time at which the wire is fed into the, head of the
stitcher. If the timing is incorrect, the wire feeds before
the cutter blade has cleared the exit of the slot in the
cutter tube. This causes the wire to buckle.
Stitchers equipped with 1/4" or smaller size cutter blades
are correctly timed when the left hand feed wheel arrow
is approximately horizontal when the stitcher is in neutral. The gears are also marked (Index A, figure 20) so
that when meshed with these marks opposite each other,
the machine is timed properly for the size cutter blade
with which the machine was originally equipped. When
changing from 14" or smaller size cutter blades to 5/16"
or larger size blades, the wire will usually buckle between
the feed wheels and the feed tube unless the machine is
retimed.

Figure 19

Figure 20

NOTE
When changing to a 3/s " cutter blade, it is often necessary to move the gear two notches. In this case, the above
procedure must be repeated. The left feed wheel arrow
must never drop below the horizontal when stitcher is
in neutral.

Machines Equipped for Arcuate Wire Stitching
The right feed wheel (index B, figure 19) controls the
time at which the wire is fed into the head of the stitcher. If the timing is incorrect, the wire will feed before
the cutter blade has cleared the exit of the slot in the
cutter tube. This causes the wire to buckle. When
the stitcher is inneutral the feed gear (index A, figure
2.0) is properly positioned with the idler gear when the
pins in the feed wheel shaft (index E, figure 19) are in
a vertical position. If a 5/16" or larger size cutter
blade is used, reposition the feed gear by one tooth
clockwise as you stand in front of the machine.

To Retime the Stitcher: (1) Remove the gear guard (Index B, figure 20). (2) Remove the compression spring
stud (Index C, figure 20) and compression. spring (Index
D, figure 20) , allowing the head plate hinge to swing down
out of place. (3) Remove the feed wheel screw and feed
wheel (Indexes C and B, figure 19). (4) Push the feed
wheel shaft (Index E, figure 19) back until the feed gear
is disengaged from the idler gear. (5) Reposition the

Figure 21
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gears as described in the preceding paragraph,

Timing the Wide Crown {l 1/4 " CR.} Stitcher, Flat and
Arcuate.

When machine stops in neutral position, the wire should
be free to be threaded in or out of the machine without
interference.
For correct timing:

1. Marhine is to be in neutral position.
2. The teeth on the gears marked with the symbol "0"
are to be mated with each other.
3. Right hand feed wheel is to be positioned so as to have
leading edge of cam section just above the horizontal
center line of the feed wheels. See Figure 21A.
H. CLINCHER COMPRESSION

Unless the work material is compressed properly between
the clincher block (Index A, figure 22) or (Index 2, figure 45) and the former and driver unit (Index B, figure
22) , the stitches will not penetrate or clinch properly.
Tnsufficient compression causes the legs of the stitch to
buckle or the stitch crown to wrinkle or bow downward.
Excessive compression causes the corners of the stitch
to fracture and the clincher block to indent the underside
of the board excessively. It will also cause damage to
many of the working parts.
CAUTION
Never operate the machine without work material under
the stitching head since the formed stitch might be drawn
up into the head. This causes the wire to buckle on the
next stitch.

I.
t
wig
-

.

Figure 22

Figure 23

To Obtain Correct Compression: See figure 22. (1)
Lower the clincher block (Index A) as far as possible.
(2) Step on the foot pedal and turn the flywheel by hand
until the former housing (Index B) is at the lowest point
of its stroke. (3) Place work material on the clincher block
with your left hand. (4) If the material is solid fibre, turn
the adjusting nut (Index C on post type stitchers; Index
10, figure 44 on arm type machines) until the material is
held firmly between the clincher block and formers. If
the work material is corrugated fibre, turn the adjusting
nut (Index D, figure 22) until the clincher block and
formers slightly compress the work material. (5) Turn
flywheel until the driver link (Index C, figure 21) is in
a vertical position and flywheel turns freely.
I. FORMER PLUNGER OR WIRE GRIPPER PIN

To determine if additional adjustment is necessary for
proper compression, drive 10 stitches in the work material. Compare the stitches with figure 24. Increase or
decrease compression slightly if necessary.
The end of the wire must be held firmly while it is being
cut off by the cutter blade. This function is performed
by the Former Plunger (Index E, figure 25) on those
stitchers equipped with Former Plunger or by the Wire
Gripper Pin (Index E, figure 23) on those models having the gripper type anvil. Without the pressure exerted
on the wire by the Former Plunger or the Gripper Type
Anvil, the wire will spring forward. This causes (1) a
short left stitch leg or (2) a long right stitch leg or (3)
the wire to fail out of the anvil (Index B) as a straight
piece or (4) the wire to slip to one side so that it does
not line up with the groove in the former legs. (Indexes
C and D.)
To Test the Operation of the Former Plunger: (1) Step
on the foot pedal and turn the drive wheel in the direction of the red arrow until the former and driver assembly is at the lowest point of its stroke, (2) apply upward
pressure with your finger on the former plunger. This
should cause the plunger to retract easily into the former
housing and spring outward when released.

If the plunger is stuck in the housing, loosen the plunger
screw (Index E , figure 22,) and pry the plunger loose.
The plunger often sticks because it is dirty or requires
oiling. Place a drop of oil on the plunger each time the
rest of the machine is lubricated.
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Figure 24

If the plunger is bent, it can usually be straightened.
If broken, it must be replaced. A weak or broken plunger
spring (Index 27, figure 42) will not exert sufficient pressure against the wire. It must be replaced.
A worn plunger blocks the path of the wire as it is being
fed. This causes the wire to buckle between the feed
wheels and the wire guide. Replace the plunger.

J. TORSION SPRING
This part is omitted if your stitcher is equipped with
a 25-pound coil holder.

If the coil holder nut (Index E, figure 2) and coil holder
friction (Index C, figure 2) are properly'adjusted, the
torsion spring (Index A, figure 26) keeps a sufficient
amount of wire stripped from the coil holder at all times.
This permits the feed wheels to feed the proper amount
of wire into the head of the machine.
When the coil holder nut is too tight, the tension spring
(Index B, figure 26) does not strip the proper amount of
wire from the coil. This ma y cause the tension spring to
break. To adjust the nut, follow the directions given in
paragraph D of this section.
If either the torsion spring or tension spring is broken,
it must be replaced.

K. PLUNGER SUPPORT SPRING
The supporter (Index 25, figure 54) supports the legs of
the stitch until they have started to drive into the work
material. This part is held in position by the supporter
plunger (Index 24, figure 54) . The supporter plunger is
backed by the plunger spring (Index 19, figure 54) .

Figure 26

To test the spring, pull outward on the supporter
plunger. If no pressure is required, the spring is broken
and should be replaced.
A broken spring can be removed from the face plate by
unscrewing the spring retaining screw (Index 18, figure
54) . After making sure that the supporter plunger pin
(Index 20, figure 54) is in place, install a new plunger
spring. The spring retaining screw should be replaced so
that it is flush with the top of the hole' in the face plate.

L. MECHANICAL POST
The function of the post (figure 27) is to provide a rigid
support for the clincher block. Any side movement in this
part causes the clincher block to be improperly aligned
with the stitch legs. For this reason, never move the
stitcher by pulling or pushing on the post.
If you are unable to align the clincher block properly,
it is possible that the post is loose in the post support
(Index A) or that the post support is loose in the post
support bracket (Index B) The post can be tightened in
the post support by adjusting the clamp screw (Index C) .
If the post can be moved from side to side with slight
pressure, it should be adjusted. Loosen nut (Index D)
and tighten pivot stud (Index E) until the play is removed from the post. Make certain that the post returns
freely to the open position.
If it binds or returns too slowly, loosen the pivot stud
until the post moves freely. The nut should then be re-

For adjustment
of Bushings
see FF,
Paragraph 4,
Page 24

Figure 25

Figure 27
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Figure 28

tightened to lock the stud. The post should be well oiled
to prevent binding.
Occasionally, the post will continue to return slowly to
the open position after the above adjustments are made.
In this case, check the spring (Index F) to see ifit is weak
or broken. Replace if necessary.
NOTE
See paragraph GG of this section for adjustment of the
Electro-Power Post.

M. FORMER LEGS
The former legs (Index A, figure 28) perform two functions. They (1) bend the wire over the anvil (Index B,
figure 28) to form a stitch and (2) act as a guide until the
stitch is driven into the work material.
When the former legs become worn, the stitch legs are
not bent sharply over the anvil and tend to flare outward
instead of staying at approximately right angles to the
crown. The legs of the stitch hit the clincher block improperly and buckle or fracture the corner of the crown
(figure 29) .
If the former legs are worn, they must be replaced. Remove the former and driver assembly (see paragraph BB
of this section) . Then remove the former leg screws (Index 3, figure 54) .
When installing former legs, screw one leg tight to the
former housing (Index 2, figure 54) and leave the second leg loose. Then, with driver end loosely attached,
insert the driver bar and tighten the other leg and driver
end. After all the screws are tightened, the driver bar
should fit snugly, but not so tight that you cannot move
it up and down in the housing by hand_
Since a worn anvil (Index B, figure 28) can cause
similar symptoms, refer to the following paragraph.

Figure 29

Figure 30
N. ANVIL
After a stitch 'has been driven, a new length of wire is fed
into the stitching head and comes to rest with equal
lengths on each side of the anvil." This part forms the sup-.
port over which the wire is bent into a. U shape by the
former.legs (Index A, figure 28).
Sometimes the corners of the anvil become worn from
long use. Worn anvil corners prevent the stitch legs from
being bent properly. The legs tend to flare out and to
strike the clincher block improperly, see figure 29. Replace the anvil if it is worn.
The anvil is backed by an anvil spring (Index 8, figure
54) which keeps it constantly in position to receive the
wire. If this spring breaks and the anvil is not kept in
proper position, the wire comes out in a single straight
piece.
The anvil can be removed by loosening the two anvil
plate screws (Index 9, figure 54) which hold the anvil
plate (Index 10, figure 54) in place. The spring is removed by the same procedure. Before installing a -new
anvil or replacing the old one, clean and oil the bole in the
slide box in which the anvil fits. If installing a new part,
check to see that it is the proper size for your machine by
comparing with your old one. There is only one way to
insert the anvil since it is slotted on the bottom to receive
the anvil stop pin (Index 11, figure 54) . This pin prevents
the anvil from rotating or moving too far forward. If the
slot at the bottom of the anvil becomes dirty, the anvil
may bind. The anvil spring then cannot push the anvil
to its forward position where the wire groove in the anvil
assists to guide the wire into the former plunger. Buckling
of the wire results. Clean the slot at the bottom of they
anvil to overcome the binding. After installing, pressagainst the anvil to see that it retracts freely.
Occasionally, a new anvil with sharp corners will
into the stitches and cause them to crack. Dd not try to
round off the corners_ Return the part to the factory.
Since worn former legs (Index A, figure 28) can cause
similar symptoms, refer to paragraph M.

GRIPPER TYPE ANVIL
When the stitcher is not equipped with a former plunger
for holding the wire firm while being cut off; the anvil is
probably of the gripper style. This style contains a wire
gripper pin (Index E, figure 23) for holding the wire firm
when it is being cut. Either type of anvil is removed or

Adjustments
installed in the same manner, and uses the same anvil
spring, but before installing the gripper type anvil, the
wire gripper pin must be fully seated in the anvil. 'Turning the slotted head of the wire gripper pin with a screw
driver will help to seat the pin quickly,

0. INCORRECT WIRE SIZE
The size of wire which should be used varies with the type
of work material. If you are in doubt about the correct
machine set up to accommodate a change in your material
specifications, consult your Acme Idea Man or_send sarnple.s to the nearest office (see back cover) .
When there has been no change in your stitching job
and your stitcher is set to accommodate a certain size of
wire, the use of a different size wire will cause defective
stitches. Check the wire size which appears both on the
shipping case and inside the individual core liners.

P. DRIVER END
The driver end (Index 1, figure 54) fits into the recessed
section of the lower end of the driver bar (Index 16,figure
54). It drives the stitch into the work material by applying pressure directly over the stitch legs.
If your machine is equipped for flat wire stitching, the
driver end is reversible, providing it is not a special type
with radius end. If your machine is equipped for Arcuate
Wire Stitching, the driver end is not reversible.
Occasionally, the tip of the driver end is chipped from
excessive compression or stitching without work material
under the head of the machine. The driver end also wears
fromnormal use. When this happens, the part should be
reversed or replaced.
A very loose fit of the driver bar indicates that either
this part or the former legs (Index A, figure 30) are worn
and must be replaced.

To reverse or replace the driver end: (1) Remove the
former and driver assembly (paragraph BB of this section). (2) Remove the driver end screws (Index 17, figure
54) . (3) Reverse or replace the driver end. (4) Slip the
driver bar into the former legs as far as possible still leaving the screw heads exposed for tightening. (5) Tighten
the driver end screws.

0. CLUTCH PIN
Power from the main drive wheel (Index I, figure 55) is
delivered to the drive shaft (Index 12, figure 55) through
the engagement of the clutch pin (Index 15, figure 55)
with the main drive wheel pins (Index 16, figure 56).
The clutch pin gradually wears with use and eventually
causes a clicking noise. The machine will not stitch when
the pin becomes badly worn and does not engage with the
main drive wheel pin. The same condition occurs when a
broken clutch pin spring ( Index 14, figure 55) cannot
push the clutch pin out of the clutch hub or when the
clutch plate (Index 61, figure 46) raises a burr on the
pin and causes it to stick in the hub.
Occasionally, the machine will continue to stitch because the clutch pin breaks and becoMes wedged between
the main drive wheel pin and the clutch hub.
To replace the pin or spring: (1) Remove the guard

(Index 39f, figure 46) (2) Slip off the V-belt (Indei 43,
figure 46) and unscrew the cap screw from the end of the
drive shaft. (3) Lift the main drive wheel off the shaft.

POSITION AFTER
1/4 TURN
WORN EDGE
BEFORE TURNING

Figure 31
(4) While holding your hand over the clutch pin to prevent it from springing forward, step on the foot pedal.
This will release the pin_ (6) Push in the new clutch pin,
making certain that it works freely and does not bind.
(7) Release the pressure on the foot pedal.

R. DRIVE PINS
Each main drive wheel contains two drive pins (Index
16, figure 55) . The clutch pin (Index 15, figure 55) engages these pins causing the main drive shaft to rotate.
The drive pins weer with use and must be replaced. However, the original pins can be given a quarter turn and
used a second time (figure 31) .
To replace or turn the drive pins: (1) Remove the guard.

(Index 39f, figure 46). (2) Slip off the V-belt and remove collar from the end of the drive shaft. (3) Lilt
the main drive wheel off the shaft. (4) Remove the
hand wheel screws and the hand wheel. (5) Remove
the drive pin set screws (Index 2, figure 55). (6) Insert
a drift pin in the holes and knock the drive pins out. (7)
Re-insert drive pins and set screws. Make sure that
the tops are flush with the top surface of the main drive
wheel hub.

S. WIRE GUIDE FRICTION
(This part is supplied only with machines that are
equipped for flat wire stitching and .103" width wire.)
The wire guide friction (Index A, figure 32) exerts
constant pressure on the stitching wire as it passes
through the wire guide (Index B, figure 32) . This pressure prevents the slack wire which sometimes occurs between the check pawl (Index 60, figure 42) and the cutter
blade (Index 32, figure 42) from creeping forward and
protruding' from the cutter blade_ If this should happen,
the cutter blade (on the upstroke) bends the end of the
wire and forms a large burr which will stick in the anvil
(Index 76, figure 54) and cause the wire to buckle or
cause a defective stitch.
This unit should work satisfactorily if no parts are
missing.
1. COIL HOLDER
This unit (see figures 2 and 3) consists of a hub with rear
plate attached and a removable face plate. The face plate
should be screwed on tightly to prevent a strand of wire
from dropping down between it and the balance of the
coil. Should this occur, the wire will tangle and cause
short stitches or stop feeding entirely, pulling the tension
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Figure 32

spring tight against the face of the coil.
U. V-BELT
The V-belt (Index A, figure 33) transmits the power
from the motor pulley (Index•B, figure 33) to the main,
drive wheel (Index C, figure 33) . An improperly adjusted belt will wear out rapidly.
If the belt is too loose, the machine runs slower than
normal; if the belt is too tight, it will cause.excessive wear
of the main drive wheel on the drive shaft.
A properly adjusted belt fits snugly in the grooves of
the motor pulley and main drive wheel. These two parts.
should be centered so that the belt runs in a straight line
(figure 33) . To adjust them, loosen the motor pulley set
screw (Index D, figure 33) and slide the pulley on the
shaft until it is directly under the main drive wheel. Then
tighten the motor pulley set screw. If it is necessary to
adjust the tension of the belt, loosen the two screws
(Index E, figure 33) which hold the motor bracket. The
bracket can then be lowered or raised to increase or reduce the tension. This adjustment must be made whenever the size of the motor pulley is changed.
Since the V-belt contains rubber, make certain that it
is kept free of oil which will cause the belt to rot and slip.

V. BRAKE BRACKET
The complete brake consists of the brake bracket (Index
A, figure 34) , brake lining (Index B), lock nut (Index
C), brake bracket screw (Index D) and spring (Index
E) . This unit exerts a constant pressure on the clutch
hub (Index F) so that the machine always stops in
neutral position.

SEE PAGE 34 FOR HEAVY
DUTY BRAKE ASSEMBLY

Figure 34.

If the brake is too loose, the machine will repeat and
continue to stitch even after pressure is released from the
foot pedal. If the brake is too tight, it will often slow down
the machine by creating.a dragon the motor. This causes
the motor to heat up. Excessive brake tension occasionally will cause a clicking noise in the clutch.
To Tighten the Brake:(i)Loosenlocknut (index C) and
give the brake bracket screw (Index D) one-half turn.
(2) Drive one - stitch with the power on and see if the
driver link stops at approximately a eleven o' clock
position. If not, repeat tightening of the screw. (3)
When the proper tension is obtained, tighten the lock
nut. If one or two turns of the brake bracket screw(Index D) does not stop the stitcher from repeating after the foot pedal is released, do not continue to tighten the screw.- Excessive tightening of this screw will
break the brake bracket (Index A).
Check condition of the brake lining. Sometimes it
becomes glazed or soaked with oil. If this condition
exists, the lining should be cleaned or replaced.
Another source of trouble is burns on the main shaft
which cause the flywheel to stick to the shaft. Turn the
motor off and remove the flywheel. Make certain that
the shaft is smooth and well lubricated with oil. .
The brake can be loosened by reversing this procedure. While there should be a slight film of oil on the
clutch hub to prevent it from being scored, an excess
of oil will cause slippage. Therefore, before adjusting
the brake, remove a ll excess oil from the clutch hub. If
the brake lining is saturated, remove and clean in a
grease solvent. Then oil lightly.

W. FORMER ROLLER

Figure 33

The former roller (Index A, figure 35) is mounted on the
rear of the former housing (Index 2, figure 54) by means
of the roller stud (Index B, figure 35). It rides in the
track of the former caul (Index 3, figure 53) and is the
means by which the former and driver assembly is raised
andlowered for each stroke. Excessive compression of the
work material or jamming of the machine will cause the
roller to. flatten (figure 35) . Lack of oil will cause this
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Figure 35
part to bind on the stud and not rotate properly. More
often, the lack of oil will cause the roller to wear on the
stud, creating a loose fit.
As a result of this wear, the former and driver assembly
rides too low. In addition, the cutter blade will not clear
the exit of the cutter tube when the formers are at the
highest point of their stroke. This causes wire to buckle
between the feed wheels and feed tube.
To check the former roller, remove the former and
driver assembly as described in paragraph BB of this
section. If the roller is worn, it must be replaced by driving the stud. out. The new stud and roller should be driven
on and the stud peened over and ground flush with the
surrounding surface. It is very important that the stud be
driven in straight so that the roller will ride flat in the
cam.
Oil roller before replacing the former and driver unit.

X. CLUTCH PLATE
The clutch plate (Index 61, figure 46) holds the clutch
pin (Index 52) in a retracted position in the clutch hub
(Index 57). When the foot pedal is depressed, the clutch
plate should lower sufficiently to .clear the clutch pin,
allowing the pin to spring forward and engage the drive
pins on the drive wheel.
The proper setting of the foot pedal permits approximatelyi,c6" clearance between the clutch plate and clutch
pin when the pedal touches the floor. Height of the foot
pedal is controlled by a set screw (Index 21, figure 45) .
If the pedal is set too high, there will be more than the
deSired clearance between the clutch plate and clutch pin.
If the tip of the clutch plate breaks, the machine will
continue to stitch without pressure on the foot pedal. The
plate can be replaced by removing the cotter pin (Index
60, figure 46) which holds it to the trip rod.
Then loosen a set screw (Index 65, figure 46) ,and pull
out the clutch plate pin (Index 60, figure 46).
Occasionally, the machine will not stitch because the
clutch plate has raised a burr on the clutch pin or hub_
This causes the clutch pin to stick in the hub. The condition_ is easily remedied by removing the burr.

Y. MAIN DRIVE WHEEL -,.. ,
While the niafons running-, tlie lain. drive wheel '(Index
1_, figure 55) rotates constantly on the drive shaft (Index
12)-:- When the foot pedal is depresed, the clutch pin

Figure 36
(Index 15) engages the drive pins (Index 16) and causes
the shaft to rotate. If the main drive wheel is not oiled
sufficiently, it will wear rapidly. Excessive tension on the
V-belt will also cause wear on this part. Occasionally, the
main drive wheel will freeze on the shaft and the machine
will stitch without pressure on the foot pedal.
To free the main drive wheel: (1) Remove the guard.
(2) Slip off the V-belt. (3) Remove collar from the end
of the drive shaft. (4) Fill the drive wheel oil cup with
a light penetrating oil. (5) If the drive wheel cannot be
removed from the shaft by hand, place awooden block
near drive wheel hub and pound off with hammer. After
the drive wheel has been removed from the shaft, clean
the oil groove, clean the bearing surface of the drive
wheel and polish the drive shaft, removing all burrs.
Oil the bearing surfaces well with SAE #20 oil and reassemble.

Z. CAM ROLLER POST LEVER
The cam roller post _lever (Index K, figure 27) is attached
to the stud (Index G) on the post support (Index A) at
one end and rollS' in the cam lever (Index H) at the other
end. Pressure on the foot pedal is transferred to the post
through this lever. Since the foot pedal also trips the
clutch, the machine will drive stitches before the clincher
block (Index A, figure 36) is under the head if the roller
lever is not correctly adjusted.
To adjust the cam roller lever: (1) Step on the foot
pedal and turn the main drive wheel (Index 1, figure 55)
in the direction indicated by the red arrow until the
former and driver assembly (Index B, figure 36) is at the
lowest point of its stroke. (2) Push the post by hand as
far as it will move toward the back of the machine. (3)
If the post does not stop so that the stitch is centered
over the front half of the clincher block, loosen lock nut
(Index I, figure 27) and turn stop screw (Index J, figure
27) until it does_ (4) Turn main drive wheel until the
former and driver assembly is at the highest point of its
stroke. (5) Step on the foot pedal slowly until the clutch
pin is released. This should occur after the post is locked
in an upright position. If it occurs before, loosen the rear
nut (Index L, figure 27) one or two turns and tighten the
- front lock nut (Index I, figure 27) . Repeat this procedure until the post locks in position before the clutch
pin releases.
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Adjustments

Figure 37

Figure 39

AA. PEDAL SET SCREW
The set screw (Index 21, figure 45) on the foot pedal
(Index 19) controls the distance between the pedal and
the floor. If the pedal hits the floor before the clutch pin
is released., the machine will not stitch. To remedy, loosen
lock set screw (Index 20) and raise pedal set screw one
or two turns as necessary.

BB. FORMER AND DRIVER ASSEMBLY
NOTE
This unit (figure 37) should be removed and cleaned at
least every 30 days. At this time, the former screws (Index A) and driver screws (Index B) should be tightened
and any burrs in the screw slots should be rubbed down
with emery cloth.

To Remove the Assembly: (1) Turn main drive wheel

until the former and driver assembly is at the highest
point of its stroke. (2). Remove three face plate screws
(Index 22,figure 54) and face plate (Index 21, figure 54).
(3) Then remove the two screws holding driver link
(Index 14, figure 42) and remove the driver link. (4)
Complete assembly can now be pulled from the slide box
(Index 5, figure 54) .
When replacing this assembly, always loosen the cutter
tube clamp screw (Index 14, figure 54) and withdraw the
cutter tube (Index 6, figure 54) slightly. See Paragraph
A of this section and figure 11. After the assembly is in
position in the slide, slip the driver link on and fasten the
two set screws. Then replace the face plate and face plate
screws. Press the cutter tube tightly against the cutter
blade and tighten the cutter tube clamp screw.

CC. CORRECT AMOUNT OF ARC FOR
ARCUATE STITCHING
Unless there is a correct
amount of arc in the wire
(figure 38) the stitches 01111101.
0111111111ft
may not penetrate or
clinch properly.
Figure 38

.026"

to
.030"

See Paragraph F, regarding Arcuate FEED WHEEL
SPACING for corrective procedure.

DD. STITCH LEG ADJUSTMENTS FOR
DUAL-HEAD STITCHERS
To adjust the stitching heads on a dual-head machine, see
Paragraph F of this section_ Both stitching heads are
adjusted in the same manner EXCEPT that on the right
hand head, the left leg of the stitch will vary in accordance with the amount of wire fed by the feed wheels. Th.71
length of the right leg of the stitch is determined by the
cutter blade size.

EE. TIMING ON DUAL-HEAD STITCHERS
(See Paragraph G for timing single-head stitchers)
Machines Equipped for Flat Wire Stitching: To adjust
the left hand stitching head, see Paragraph G of - this section. The right hand stitching head is adjusted in the
same manner as the left by adjusting the corresponding
parts.
Machines Equipped for Arcuate Wire Stitching: To
adjust the left hand stitching head, see Paragraph G of
this section. The right hand stitching head is adjusted in
the same manner as the left EXCEPT that the feed
wheels are in a reverse position to those on the left hand
head.
The same feed wheel is used on both the left and right
hand stitching head. Make wire that the feed wheel on
the right head is positioned to synchronize with the feed
wheel on the left head. The flat side of the feed wheel
should be set in the same relative position on both stitching heads. Make sure that the number "0" on the feed
wheel of the right head is at "nine o'clock" as you face
the stitcher (figure 39).
Wide Crown Stitcher

Refer to paragraph G, page 16, to time left hand side of
dual-head Wide Crown Stitchers. Right hand side is
adjusted in same manner except that the feed wheels are
in a reverse position_

Adjustments
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Figure 40

FF.

ELECTRO-POWER POST

The function of the Eleci-ro-Power Post (Index A, figures
40 and 41) is to furnish a rigid support for the clincher
block ( Index B, figure 40) . It is•controlled by a two-stage
electric foot switch. The first stage of the switch swings
the post into stitching position. The second stage engages
the clutch. The stitcher will continue to stitch until the
second stage of the foot switch is released.
Any side movement of the post will cause the clincher
block to be improperly aligned with the stitch leg. For
this reason, the machine should not be moved by exerting
pressure on the post. The clincher block can be aligned
with the stitch leg by loosening a set screw and moving
the clincher block in the clincher block holder groove. If
you are unable to align the clincher block properly, it is
possible that the post is loose in the post pivot bracket
( Index C, figure 41) or that the post pivot bracket is loose
on the post support bracket (Index D, figure 41)-. The
post can be tightened in the post pivot bracket by tightening the clamp screw (Index E, figure 41) . If the post can
be moved from side to side, with slight pressure, it should
be adjusted. Loosen stop nut (Index F, figure 41) and
tighten pivot stud (Index G, figure 41) until the play is
removed from the post. Make certain that the post, returns freely to the open position. If the post binds or
returns_ too slowly, loosen the pivot stud until it moves
freely without side play.
Occasionally, the post will continue to return slowly to
open position after the above adjustments are made.
Check the return spring (Index H, figure 41) to ace if it
is weak or broken.
If it is necessary to move the clincher block so far to
one side that it protrudes beyond the clincher block holder
(Index C, figure 40) , the post is improperly aligned and
should be adjusted. Loosen the socket head cap screw
(Index I, figure 41) . Turn the adjusting. bushing (Index
J, figure 41 on either the left or right side of the post support bracket) until the top of the post is centered under
the driver_ Tighten the socket head cap screw.

Figure 41

Electro-Power Post foot switch. If the post does not
move into stitching position when the foot treadle is depressed, check the wiring to the micro-switch and to the
post solenoid. Check for defective micro-switch or post
solenoid.
GG. POST SET SCREW
The stop position of the post as it swings into stitching
position is controlled by a set screw (Index B, figure 41) .
If the post does not stop so that the clincher is directly
beneath the driver, the set screw must be adjusted. Turn
screw clockwise to move clincher inward; turn screw
counterclockwise to move clincher outward.
HH. ELECTRIC FOOT TRIP
Repeat Type (F 1044 -1). The repeat type trip provides
for the stitcher to continue stitching as long as the foot
treadle remains depressed. Depressing the treadle switch
energizes the clutch solenoid, releasing the clutch pin and
allowing it to make contact with the drive pins in the
main drive wheel.
Non-Repeat Type ( Form 1044 —1.). The non-repeat
type trip allows only one stitch to be driven while the
treadle is depressed. Additional stitches can be made only
by continued releasing and depressing of the treadle. The
latest type of non-repeat trip is controlled by a pneumatic
timing relay (Index 3, figure 48) that can be set to deliver a single stitch or up to 100 stitches, as long as the
treadle is kept depressed. This setting is made by turning
the adjusting knob on the timer, which can be seen after
removing cover.
The adjusting knob on the pneumatic timer regulates
the flow of air. While air remains in the cylinder its pressure keeps the micro-switch closed, and the stitcher continues to make stitches. When the air has been completely
exhausted the switch opens and breaks the circuit to the
clutch solenoid.

Interlake
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Previous models do not have the pnenrnatic timer but
are controlled by means of a cam (Index 6, figure 49) on
the clutch hub and a relay (Index 5, figure 49) which
breaks the circuit after a stitch has been driven, de-energizing the clutch solenoid (Index 11, figure 49) . The next
stitch cannot be made until the foot switch (Index 3,
figure 49) is closed again, re-energizing the clutch solenoid, causing it to release the clutch pin.

When a stitcher equipped with electric trip will not
stitch when the treadle has been depressed, check for the
following possiblities:

1. Loose wire connection
2. Defective micro-switches in treadle, timer or clutch
3. Defective solenoids
If the stitcher continues to stitch after treadle pressure
has been released, check for the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Micro-switches sticking
Air chamber valve in pneumatic timer not working
Brake tension too loose
Broken clutch pin or clutch plate
Excessive oil on clutch hub
Main drive shaft frozen to drive wheel

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND PROCEDURES

25

Good safety - habits are a personal contribution that must be made by the operators of the Model H
Stitcher. They should familiarize themselves with the various mechanical functions that occur
when making- a stitch: clincher and drive action.- - - cam shaft action - - - face plate component
action - - - and others that embody movement of mechanical parts motivated by electrical power.
Once momentarily actuated the stitcher goes through one complete stitching cycle before stoping: It is essential therefore to keep hands away from potentially dangerous mechanical actions
while the stitching machine is under power. Make no attempt to motivate, clean, adjust, lubricate or repair the Model H Stitcher while power is on or while the stitcher is in operation.

Before servicing the Model H Stitcher, turn power OFF or disconnect it's electrical power source.
Use

only proper tools for making adjustments or clearing any jams that may occur. On restoring

power, route electrical cable away from aisles or pedestrian lanes.

General good housekeeping and area cleanliness around the Model H Stitcher will contribute
greatly to personal safety. Keep floor area around stitcher clean and free from debris.
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See Figure 46, for parts nol shown here.

Index
No.

2
4'
4a

5

Pori
Number

Purl Name

CB-27
CB-105

Gear Guard
Head Mate Bushing

CB-45-E

Oil Cup (900 )

63B-26-2
CB-26-1
CB-712-1

Idler Gear and Bushing
Idler Gear
Bushing
Idler Gear Stud, L.H. Thread
CB-61-B
CBB-47-A Head Plate and Hinge Assembly

6
6a CB-1153-A Bearings 121
•7
CB-258
Guard Connecting Plate Screw
8
CB-274 .
Guard Connecting Hale (fop)
9
CB-277
Guard 5upport,Bracket
CBBB-272 Guard Assembly—Complete
10

10
11

a

63

23

64
65
66

24
25
26

67

21

68
69

28
29

70

30

.71

31
32

72.
73

33

74

34
35

75

36

76

37

77
18

38
Figure 42

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18,
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

Part
Number

CBB-272
CBB-273
CB-70
CBB-69
CB-81
COB-13241/4
CBB-83
CBB13:7 133

CB-110
CB-73
CB-371
CB-370
CB-72
CB-51
03-54
CB-54-A
CB-53
CB-58
CB-58-H4
CB-58-G6

26

CB-60
CB-60-1-I4
CB-60-G6
CB-95
CB-55
03-96
03-98-A
CB-56
CB-57
CB-57-B
CB-57-D

Pad Name

Index
No.

Guard Assembly (right half)
Guard Assembly (left half)
Housing Screw
Housing and Door Assembly
Driver Link
Drive Bar and Stud Assembly ('/id"
crown; .1 03" width wire)
Former Housing Assembly

Pori
Number

Part Name

34

CB-57-E
CB-57-G
CB-57-M
CB-57-P
CB-57-A3
CB-57-C3
C8-57-E3
CB-57-G3
CB-57-13.
CB-52
CBB-52-W
CB-237

Head Plate Cap Screw
Door Handle
Lock Washer
Door Handle Screw
Door Larch
Face Plate Screw
Cutler Tube Clamp )Std, housing)
Cutter Tube Clamp
(milled-out housing)
Cutter Tube Clamp Screw
Left Former Leg (73," crown; .103" x
.017" to .020" wire)
ARCUATE, Left Former Leg 'Is" crown;

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

CB-240
CB-239
CB-238
CB-275
CB-735
CB-734
CB-28
CB-35-A
CB-329

44
45

.103" x .014" to .017" wire)
ARCUATE, Left Former Leg (7/16" crown;
.1 03" x .020- wire)
Right Former Leg Wks" crown; .103" x
.017" to .020" wire)

47

03-112
CBB-29
CBB-29-A
CB-271
CBB-37-A
Feed Wheel Shaft (right)
CBB-29-A
ARCUATE Feed Wheel Shaft (right)
CBB-208-A Tension Spring Assembly (Serial
B-1 1 246 and over,- Chrome)
CBB-208
Tension Spring Assembly (Serial

ARCUATE, Right Former Leg (Mr"
crown; .103" x .014" to .017- wire)
ARCUATE, Right Former Leg (%u"
crown; .103" x .020" wire)
Plunger Spring
Former Leg Screw
Plunger Screw
Former Plunger (5,/,,," or 1/8 " crown;
.103" wire).
Cutler Blade and Driver End Screw
Cutter Blade ( 1/8 " thick)
Cutter Blade
thick)
Cutter Blade,( 1/4 " thick)

B-11246 and under)
49
CB-67-A
Torsion Spring
50
CB-41 I
Tension Stud Nut
51
CB-68 A
Tension Spring Stud
52 . CB-759
Wire Cutter 5crew
Wire Cutter Knife
53 ,':CB-802
Wire Cutter Handle
54
CB-801
CBB-236-A Wire Straightener Slide
55
56
CB-373-A
Slide Lock Screw
Straightener Base Screw
57
CB-372
58 - c-269-A Straightener Base Assembly
59
CB- 210-A -"=,-Tnyion Spring Bracket
60
CBB-340 .--'Cljeck Pawl Assembly (.1 03" wire)

Former and Driver Assembly (see figure 54, for break-down. Specify
crown width, wire size and cutter
blade size.)

33

46

48

Cutter Blade (S4s" thick)
Cutter Blade ( 3/a " thick)
Cutter Blade ( 1/4 " thick, angle cut-off)
Cutter Blade )d/u" thick, angle cut-off)
ARCUATE Cutter Blade ( 1/8 " thick)
ARCUATE Cutter Blade (3,6s" thick)
ARCUATE Cutter Blade ( 1/4 " thick)
ARCUATE Cutter Blade (164" thick)
ARCUATE Cutter Blade ( %" thick)
Cutter Tube (.103" wire)
ARCUATE Cutter Tube
Friction Adjustment Screw
Friction Body
Friction Spring
Friction Pin
Guard Connecting Plate (bottom)
Hinge Stud Nut
Lock Washer
Feed Wheel Gear
Cap Screw
Gear Washer
Gear Guard Screw
Feed Wheel Shaft (left)
ARCUATE Feed Wheel Shaft (left)
Spring Bracket Screw

Port
Number

Index

No.

B
1:1
E
F
G
61
62
63
64
65
66

CB-335
CB-337
CB-340
CB-513
CB-515
CB-516
CB-517
C8-580
CB-526
CB-596
CB-141
CB-681
CB-32-A
CB-32

67

68
68a
69
70
71

CB-32-F-1
CB-34-B
CB-34-C
CB-34-D
CB-45

72

CB-45-D
03-46
CBB-47-A-1
CB-577-A
CB-35-B

73 -

C B-3 5-C
CB-36-A

73a

CB-36

74
75

76
.77.
78:

CB-36-F-1
CB-49
CB-48
CBB-48
CBB-48-N
CB-50
CB-50-L
CB-35
CB-287

How To Order Replacement Parts
csOwn width
Part numbers shown are , for
.103' x.020" wire. PartS for machines equipped
with other size crown widths are also available.
When ordering replacement parts, order by part
number,, part name 'and .quantity. needed. Also

Part Name

Includes:
Spring 'Retaining Washer
Check Pawl Spring
Lock Ring
Check Pawl Body (.103" width wire)
Wire Check Sleeve
Wire Check Pin (two required)
Wire Check Pin Retainer
Compression Spring Stud
Compression Spring
Hinge Adjustment Screw
Hinge Adjusting Lock Screw
Stop Pin
Feed Wheel, left, (Serial B-1 1 562 and
over)
Feed Wheel, left, (Serial B-1 1562 and
under)
ARCUATE Feed Wheel, left.
Feed Wheel Washer (all models)
Feed Wheel Washer (two-piece head
plate)
ARCUATE Feed Wheel -Washer
Oil Cup
Oil Cup
Lock Shrew
Head Plate Hinge Assembly
Hinge Stud
Feed Wheel Screw
ARCUATE Feed Wheel Screw
Feed Wheel, right, (Serial B-11562
and over)
Feed Wheel, right, (Serial B-11562
and under)
ARCUATE Feed Wheel, right
Wire Guide Plate Screw
Lower Wire .Guide Plate
Wire Guide Assembly (.103" wire)
ARCUATE Wire Guide Assembly
Top Wire Guide Plate (.103" wire)
ARCUATE Top Wire Guide Plate
Wire Guide Screw
Housing Screw

shown in Figure
46), type, wire size; cutter blade thickness, and
crown width of your stitcher. Indicate if your machine is equipped for ARCUATE or FLAT wire
stitching.
give serial number, (location is
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Index
Part
Number Number

CB-187

43 2$ 44

Part Name

Clincher Block (12"Arrn,
7/16" crown)
CB-187-A
(20" Arm, 7/.16" crown)
CB-187-B
(25" and 30" Arms, 7/16" crown)
CB-187-C
(12" Arm, 3/8" crown)
CB-187-D
(20" Arm, 3/8" crown)
CB-187-E
(25" and 30" Arms, 3/8" crown)
CB-187-F
(12" Arm, 1/2" crown)
CB-187-G
(20" Arm, 1/2" crown)
CB-187-11
(25" and 30" Arms, 1/2" crown)
CB-189
Clamp Screw (12" Arm)
2
CB-189-A
Clamp. Screw (20", 25" & 30" Arms)
CB-188
Clincher Block Clamp (12" Arm)
3
CB-I88-A
Clincher Block Clamp (20" Arm)
Clincher Block Clamp (25" and
CB-188-B
30" Arms)
4
Straight Arm (12")
CB-17
CE-17-A
Straight Arm (20")
CB-17-B
Straight Arm (25")
Straight Arm (30")
CB-17-C
5- CBB-17-E6 Straight Dual Arm (12") 2-1/2"
Z
CB B
Straight Dual Arm (20") Centers
CB -191
Pivot Bolt (12" and 20" Arms)
6
CB -191- A
Pivot Bolt (25" and 30" Arms)
Pivot Bolt Nut (12" and 20" Arms)
CB-195
7
Pivot Bolt Nut (25" and 30" Arms)
CB-195-A
Arms Bracket Screw (12" &
CB-192-A
8
20" Arms)
CB-379
(25" and 30" Arms)
CB-302
I-lex Nut
9
Arm Adjusting Nut & Stud
CBS-19-A
10
(12" Arms)
(20", 25" arid 30" Arms)
Arm Bracket (12' and 20" Arms)
CB-18
11
Arm Bracket (25" Arm)
CB -)18-A
CB-I8-B
ArnaBracket (30" Arm)
Electric Switch
12 CB-285
Switch Screw
13 CB-126
Motor (1/4 h.. p. ,
ph. , 60 cycle,_
14 CB-173
• 110-V, AG)
ph., 60 cycle,
CB-173-H
Motor (1/4 h. p. ,
220-V, AC)
Motor (1/4 h. p. , 1 ph. 60 cycle,.
'CB-173-K
110-220-V, AC)
CB-35-A)
15
Screw (5/16"-18 x 5/8" Hex Head)
1

35

38
Index
Part
Number Number

16
17
18

CB-13
CB-177
CB-176

CB-176-A
CB-176-B
CB-176-C
CE-176-ID
CB-176-E
C13-176-F
CB-176-G
CB-176-H
19 CB-178
20 CB-179
21 CB-429
22 CB-283
23 CB-281
24 CB-1
GB-1-A
CE-1-B
G13-1-C
25 CB-21
26
CB-197
2.?
CB-137
CB-137-A
CB-137-B
28
CB-125
29 CB-168
30
CB-171
31
CB:7 7
32 CB-183
33
CB-185
34 CB-264
35
CB- 198
36 CB-186
37 CB-182
CB-182-A.
CB-18S.-B
38
CE-184 . .E
39
CB-306,.
40
CB-167.
41 CB-166
42 CB-305
43 CE-11
44. CB-199

36
Part Name

Motor Bracket
Set Screw
Motor Pulley (1-1/2"0.D. x 1/2"
I.D.)
(1- 3 / 4" O.D. x 5/8" 1.D.)
(2" O.D. x 5/8" 1.D.)
(2-1/4" O.D. x 5/8" 1.D.)
(2-1/2" C.D. x 5/8" 1.D.)
(2-3/4" O.D. x 5/8" 1.D.)
(2-1/4" 0. D. x 1/2" I. D. )
(2-1/2" O.D. x 1/2" 1.D.)
(2-3/4" 0. D. x 1/2" 1.D.)
Caps crew
Washer
Cord Grip
Wire Cord (8 ft. 'long)
Plug
Frame, Arm Models (12" Throat)
Frame, Arm Models (20" Throat)
Frame, Arm Models (25" Throat)
Frame, Arm Models (3.0" Throat)
Guide Bracket
CapscrewTrip. Rod (1.2-." Thr.oat)
Trip Rod (20'1 and 25" Thro
Trip Rod (30" Throat)
Locknut
Cotter Pin
Pin
Trip LeVer
Collar..
Pivot' Pin
Taper Pin
Washer
Spring
Guide Rod (12" Throat)
Guide Rod (20" and 30" Throat)
Guide Rod (25" Throat)
Set Screw
Pedal Bracket
Pivot Pin
Cotter Pin
Foot Pedal
Fork Casting
Spring

ALWAYS-_G:IYE SERIAL NUMBER OF STITCHER WHEN _ORDERING PARTS 1

4
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Post and Base

26
27
28
29
10
11

41

30
31

42

32

43

12

44
16

13
14

38
31
35
31
47

15

50

18 22

Index
Part
Number Number

1
2

CB-59
CB-119
CB-119-W
CB-119-B
3
CB-14
3a CB-14-B
4

5
6
7

CB-288
CB-12.0
CB-2
CBB-5
CB-5
CB-253

8
9
10 CB-146
II CB-158-B
12
CB-616
CB-828-A
13 CB-418
14 CB-425
15 CB-346
16 CB-125
17 CB-.4-A
18 -.-::,-t1Ff-1521
19
20 ' CB-141
21 CB-155
22 CB-156
23 CB-151
24 CB-167
25 CB-I66
26 CBB-121
CBE-121-A
27 CB-157
28 CB-195-A

a I 'lat

23 24 25

Index
Part
Number Number

Part Nome

Set Screw
Clincher Block (1/2" crown)
Clincher Block (7/16" crown)
Clincher Block (3/8" crown)
Clincher Block Head
Clincher Block Head (dual-head)
2-1/2" Centers
Set Screw
Guide Pin
Post Support
Lever and Cam Roller Assembly
Roller Lever (only)
Washer
Locknut
Stud
Post Support Bracket
Capscrew
Adjusting Bushing
Locknut
Hook Bolt
Adjusting Bolt
Lockout
Cam Lever
Pivot Bolt
Foot Pedal
Lock Set Screw
Set Screw
Roller _
Roller Pin
Pivot Pin,
Cotter Pin
Post and Adjusting Nut Assy.
(12", Throat)_Post and Adjusting Nut Assy.:
(20." and 25" Throat)
Glamp Screw
Nut

N.r. r.

I

1

I r•

r-4

Part Name

29
CB-I48- A Pivot Stud
30
CB-160
Stop Screw
31
CB-168
Cotter Pin
32 CB-161 Pin
33
CB-6
Lock Bracket (for Comb.
Models ONLY)
34 - CB-_165_
Thumb Screw (for Comb.
Models ONLY)
35 CB-171" Pin
36
CB-11
Fork Casting
37 CB-199 Spring
38 CB-198 Washer
39
CBB-169
Spring Assy.
CB-24-7
Spring
CB-245
U-Bolt
CB-246
Cup Washer
CB-278
Hex Nut
40 CB-170 Stud
41 .
CB-1-F
Frame, Post Models (12".Throat)
CB-1-G
Frame, Post Models (20". Throat)
CB-1-H°
Frarne, Post Models (251.'Throat)
42
CB-21
Guide Bra.clet
43 . CB-I97 Capscrew
44 "
CB-137Trip Rod,. Post Models
(12" Throat)
B-137-A
Trip Rod; PoSt Models (20" and
25" Throat) 45 CB,-7
Trip Lever 46
:CB 183
Collar •
47 r: -CB-185
Pivot Pin 48- _7- CB-264
Taper Pin
49-1Spring
CB-182
Guide Rod (12" Throat):.
. CB-182-A
Guide Rod (20" and 30'2 Throat)
CB-182-B
Guide Rodi(25-" Throat). CBt184Set Screw
•

Head, Mechanical Trip and

Section

Rear End Assemblies (Side View)

4

24
39 a

39 b 39

,43

39 c

39
44

2
40

4
5
6

46
47
48
49
50

41
42
45

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

53
54

51
52
64
65
63
68
67 —
SERIAL 1.40.

66
19
Figure 46
Index
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17.
18
19
20
21
22

Part
Number

CB-234
CB-364
CBB-221
CBBB-23
CBB-74
CB-75
CB-76
CB-77
CB-80
CB-79
CB-86
CB-84
C8-85
CB-87
CB-88
CB-89
CB-91
CB-93
CB-258
CB-257
CB-56
CB-1 1 7-A
CB-11.7.1.4

23.

'CB=-1 17-M6
CB-116-A
CB-1 1 6-L3-

CBB-824
25 _ CB-94 CB-174-A
26
CB-104
27
CB-1.06
28
CB-107
29
CB-1 07-A
_
CB-107-B
CB-1.07-C
31
CB-108 7.
32
CE-1 09-. 33
CB-110T.
34
CB-118
35,-`.03;
1.12

Part Nome

• -7.
Index
Number

Part
Number

NOTE
See figure 42 for head
parts not shown here

55
39
40
57
56
60
59
61
62
39 f
.39 c
39 e
Part Name

36
CB-1 1 1
Coil Holder Nut
Anvil Plate
CB8-1 1.5
Slide Box As'biy (cutter blades YA" & under)
Coil Holder Spring
37
CBB-1 1 5-A
Slide Box As'bly (cutter blades 5,4,5" & over)
Coil Holder Friction
CB-114
Anvil Spring
1 0-pound Coil Holder Assembly
38
CB-126
Guard Support Screw, Upper
Former Cam and Stud
39
Guard Support Screw (Ser. No. B-13689, up)
CB-1 26-A
Former Corn Key
Former Cam Washer
Guard Support Washer
390 CB-280
CB-1 26
Former Corn Washer Screw
Guard Support Screw, Lower
Guard Support Brace
Driver Link Washer
39b CB-277
Flat Head Screw
Guard Connecting Plate Screw
39c CB-258
Guard Connecting Plate, Upper
Face Plate
39cl CS-274
CB-275
Spring Retaining Screw
Guard Connecting Plate, Lower
CBB-272
Guard Assembly, Right Half
Plunger Spring
39f
CBB-273
Supporter Plunger Pin
Guard Assembly, Left Half
CB-45
-Supporter Plunger Pivot Stud
40
Oil Cup
CB-219
Supporter Plunger
Brake Bracket Screw
41
CB-200
Supporter Stud
42
Spring
-.CB-1 22
V-belt
Supporter (7/6" Crown)
43
Main Drive Wheel (Mech. Trip)
CBB-20
Flap Guide Screw
44
CB-125
Stitch and Flap Guide
Lock Nut
45
Driver End Screw
CB-9
Bearing
46
CB-1 0
Brake Bracket -Driver End Vila" Crown, .103" x .017" to
47
CB-127
Clutch Pin Guide Screw
.020" wire)
48
Driver End, ARCUATE (.1 03"x.014" to .017"
49
CB-21 8
Brake Lining Screw .
Broke Lining
wire)
CB-123
50
Clutch Pin Spring :=
Driver End, ARCUATE (.103"x.020" wire)
CB-1 28
51
Clutch Pin
Anvil (716 " crown, .103" width wire)
CB-1 30
52
Drive Pin
CB-1 31
53
Anvil (7/,5" crown, .103" width wire). New
CB-377-B & CB-377-C (Outer) Drive Pin Set Screws
:_..style used with CB-1101 Grip Pin"
54
Coil Holcier Bracket and Stud
55
Split CollarCB-1297
Dowel Pin
CBB-1 29
Clutch Hub
57
Cap Screw
CB-596
Dog Point Set Screw
.:.58
Drive Gear
--'
CB-1270
Sac. Set Screw
Taper Pin
Hand Wheel
59
CB-270 ...
Drive Shaft (12" Throat) Mechanical Trip
Clutch Plate Pin
CB-133
.60
Drive Shaft (20" Throat) Mechanical Trip- Clutch Plate
61
CB-134
Drive Shaft (25" Throat) Mechanical Trip
Woodruff Key
62
CB-286
Drive Shaft (30" Throat) Mechanical Trip-.-'.= Spacer _
CB-135
63
Roller Stud
Bearing SC-Fe-i;v
64
CE..132 .Former Housing Roller
Set Screw,
65 . CB59
Slide Box -Screw
Set
--766:-L. CB-141
Dowel Pin
Set Screv
CB-138
67
Anvil Plate Screw
Guard Support Pin
68
CB-139

nterlake
PARTS LIST

Single Stitch Head Plate
and Related

18

19

20

2

21 22

4

3

Parfs

6A 68 6C 6D

17
23
16
15
15A

14

13

12

11

11.,k

Figure 53

Index
No.

1

Part
Nurolt4r

2

CBB-47-A
CB-110

3
4

CB-76

CSB-74

Part Nome

Index
No.•

Head Plate and Hinge Assembly

12

CB-28

5/16 xl" Socket Head Screw

13
14

CB-329
CB-35-A.

15 -

CB8-37-A
CB-61-B

-•

Former Cam and Stud
Cam Washer

CB-77

1/4 "x%" - Socket Head Screw

16

CB-36-A

Right Hand Feed Wheel

CB-34-C

Feed Wheel Washer (two-piece
head plate)

17
18

8

CB-35,C

Feed Wheel Screw ( % -16x%"
Hex Head)
•

9
10

CB-3.4.D
CB-32-A
CBB-29

Feed Wheel Washer (all models)
Left Feed Wheel
Left.Hand Feed Wheel Shaft

11

Port
Number

CBE-26-2
CB-107 CB-75
CS-1 04

20
21
22
23.

CB-106
CB-105
CB-45-E

Port Nome

Feed Wheel Gear
Gear Washer.
Screw (5/16 -18k%" Hex Head)
Right Hand Feed Wheel Shaft
Idler Gear Stud
Idler Gear with Bushing
Drive Shaft
Former Cam Key
Drive Gear
Drive Gear Taper Pin
Head Plate Bushing
Oil Cup (90°)

ARCUATE

...

6A
68
6C
6D

CBB-36-F -1
.CB-804
CB-806
CB-325

Right. Hand Feed Wheel Assembly
feed Wheel Cam
Washer
Screw

8A

C8T-35=C

7A L 9A CB-34-D
CB-32-F-1
10A.
11 A & 1 5A _ CB8-29-A

Feed Wheel Screw
Washer_
Left Hand Feed "Wheel
Feed Wheel Shaft

Slide Box, Former and Driver

Section

Assembly Complete

4

16
17

30 29 28 27 26
11

12

12

14

15
Figure 54

7/16 " CROWN - .103" WIRE (FLAT)

32

Index
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7A

8
9
10 •
1.1

Part
Number
*CB-117-A
*CBB-83
*CB-55
*CB-91
CBB-115
CB-52
CB-116-A
tCB-1101
CB-116-1.3
CB-116-03
CB-116-P3
CB-116-Q3'
CB-1 1 6-R3
CB-1 1 6-53
CB-116-N3
CB-114
CB-112
CB-111
CB-92

Part Name
Driver End
Former Housing
Former Leg Screws
Supporter Stud
Siide Box
Cutter Tube
Anvil
Wire Gripper Nn, Used with the
following New Style Anvils
Anvil, 716" Crown, .103 Wire
Anvil, 1/2 " Crown; :103Wire
Anvil, Vs" Crown, .103 Wire
Anvil, 1/2 " Crown, .060 Wire
Anvil, 74" Crown, .060 Wire
Anvil, %" Crown, .060 Wife
Anvil, 7A- 6" Crown, .103 Wire (RH)
Anvil Spring
Anvil Plate Screw
Anvil Plate
Anvil Stop Pin

*Former and Driver assembly includes ONLY the parts indicated by an asterisk.

Index
No.
..12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

-P art
Number.'
• •
CB-284
CB-54
CB-53
*CB-95
*CBB-82-A
*CB-56
CB-84
CB-85
CB-87
CB-86
CB-5T
CB-88
CB-89
*CB-93
*CB-60
*CB-58
*CB-57
*CB-96
*CB-98-A

Part Name
Cutter Tube Clomp Pin
Cutter Tube Clomp
Cutter Tube Clamp Screw
Former Plunger Spring
Driver Bar and Stud Assembly
Screw
Spring Retaining Screw
Supporter Plunger Spring
Supporter Plunger Pin
Face Plate
Face Plate Screw
Supporter Plunger Pivot Stud
Supporter Plunger
Supporter
Right Former Leg
Left Former Leg
Cutter Blade
Former Plunger Screw
Former Plunger

(Gripper Pin and new style Anvil eliminates the need of
parts indexed, 15, 29, and 30.

716" CROWN -- .103" WIRE (ARCUATE)
Index
No.

6
26

Part
Number
CB-117-T4
CB-117-M6
CBB-52jW
CB-60-HA

Part Nome
Driver End (.103"x .014"- .017" Wire)Driver End (,103"x .020" Wire)
Cutier Tube —
Right Former. Leg
(.103" x .014"- .01 7" Wire)

Index
Na.

Part
Number

26
27

CB-60-G6
CB-58:1-14

27
28

CB-58-G6
C3-57-C3

Port Name
Right Former Leg (A 03"x .020" Wire)
Left Former Leg
(.103" XT.014"-.01 iw-Y;lire}
Left Former Leg (.1 03"x .020" Wire)
Cutter Blade (3A 6")

nterlake
PARTS LIST

Clutch and Main Drive Wheel Assembly

10

7\
1
177

16

15

14

13

12

11

Figure 55
Index
No.

Port
Number

Index
No.

Part Nome

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CB13-20
Main Drive Wheel, Mechanical Trip
CBB-20-A
Main Drive Wheel, Electric Trip
CB-377-B & CB-377-C (Outer) Drive Pin Set Screws
CB-270
Hand Wheel
CB-1297
Split Col ler
1/4-28 N .F. Screw
CBI} 129
Clutch Hub
CB-286
Woodruff Key

9

C8-132

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Bearing Screw

Part
Number
C3-9
CB-284
CB-107
CB-127
CB-128
CB-130
CB-131
*CB-693
*CB-693-A

Part Nome
Bearing
Dowel Pin
Drive Shaft
Clutch Pin Guide Stud
Clutch Pin Spring
Clutch Pin
Drive Pin
Main Drive Bushing for Mechanical Trip
Main Drive Bushing for Electric Trip

*Used ONLY on machines serial number 19674 and UP

Drive Wheel Assembly {Geared Head;Mptor)

5
Figure 56
Index
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Port
Number
CRR-3
CR-46
CB-131
CB-130
CR-95

Part Name
Drive Wheel Assembly
Coupling (specify bore size
Drive Pin
Clutch Pin
Coupling Drive Key

Index
No.
6
7
8
9

Part
Number
CA-47
CR-45
CR-96
CB-693-B

Part Name
Set Screw (5As"- 18 x 5A5")
Coupling Insert ..
Coupling Drive Pins
Bearing

Top Searner, 25# Coil Holder and
Heavy Duty Brake Assemblies

Section

Top Seamer

4

Coil Holder

2
3

4
14

Index
No.

Part
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3

CB-298-G
CB-179
CB-617
CB-1047
CB-1046
CB-300-A2
CB-290
CB-289
CB-298-H
CB-110-B

Port Name
Top Seam Holder Bracket
Plat Washer
% "x1 1,4 " Socket Head Screw
Collar Nut
Cap Screw
Top Scorner ( 1/2 " gap)
Clincher Block Screw
Clincher Block (7/16" crown)
Top Seam Mounting Bracket
5/16"x1 3/4 " Socket Head Screw
Figure 52

Heavy Duty Brake
Index
Na.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Figure 51A
Index
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

11

Port
Number

Port Name

CBB-10-C
CB-10-C
CB-45
CB-219-A
CB-1141
CB-200
CB-1142
CB-1140
CB-414-B
CB-451
CBB-1 23-A
CB-123-A
.C8-1139

Clutch Brae Assembly
Brake Bracket
Oil Cup (Gits #301)
Cap Screw
Wing Nut, 1/4 —20
Spring
Washer
Tension Stud
Rivet Pin, Yu" x %"
Cotter Pin Ylii" x 1/2 "
Strap ,kssembly

Brake Strap
Steel Strop
Bushing (not illustrated)
Lock Screw 10-32 x 1/2 "

CB-46

it I4f

I

/

'L.- 1,
1 I I

.6

Part
Number

CBBB-23-A
B -5604-F CB-8-E
8-5603-A
C-7432-F
C-7433-F
D-27396-F
D-27398-F
C-7507-F
CB-812

D-26886-F
D-26887-F
7 B-5690-A
D-29624-F
D-29929-F
8
B-5694-A.
9 D-26889-F
10
D-26894-F
CB-67-8
D-26892-F
D-26893-F
D-27394-F
D-27395-F
12
D-27399-F
13 D-255244
. 14
D-14466415
D-34058-F

Port Nome
25 Lb. Coil Holder Complete (P2B I)
Bracket
Bracket, R.H. Head Plate (Single Stitch)
Wire Guide Assembly
Wire Guide Spring
Wire Guide (Includes D-29999-F Staple)
Round Head Screw
Elastic Stop Nut
Brake Bracket
Brake Bracket, R.H. Head Plate
(Single Stitch)
Brake Lining
Brake Rivets
Cover Assembly Rubber Spacer Ring (Not Illustrated)
Lock Ring (Not Illustrated)
Main Hub Reel. Plate Assembly
Bearing
Torsion Spring
Torsion Spring Head Plate
External Retaining Ring
Internal Retaining Ring
Bearing Spacer
Hub Shaft
Brake Bracket Shaft
Roll Pin
Set Screw Allen Set Screw

rater iake
MODEL "H"
• SIDE SEAM DEVICE
Index
No.

Port
Number

Port Nome

Fillister Hd. Screw ( 1/4 "-20 N. C.)
CB-479
CB-41 1
Hex Jam Nut ( 1/4 "-20 N. C.)'
Extension Bracket Arm (Std. Straight)
CB-343
CB-343-A Extension Bracket Arm (300 Angle)
CB-343-B Extension Bracket Arm (45° Angle)
Socket Nd. Cap Screw (5/16"-18 N. C.)
4 CB-1 10
Swivel Shaft (Std. & 45° Angle)
5 CB-344
CB-344-A Swivel Shaft (30° Angle) '
Socket Hd. Cap Screw (5/16"-18 N. C.)
6 CB-53
7 CB-348 Wctsher
8 CB-356-A Clincher Block (7/ 1 6" Shallow Grooves)
Clincher Block (7/16" Deep Grooves)
CB-356-E
Clincher Block Screw (#6-32x 1/4 " lg.)
CB-357
Clincher Plate Shoe Assy. (Std. & 30° Angie)
9 CBB-333
CBB-333-A Clincher Plate Shoe Assy. (45° Angle)
10
S-342-A Extension Bracket
11 CB-345
Extension Bracket Plate
12 CB-355
Swivel Shaft Bolt
13 CB-351 Key
Fiat Hd. Screw ( #10-32x 1/2 " Ig.)
14 CB-352
1
2
3

Figure 53

SILVERSTITCH STITCHING WIRE

STANDARD SIZES

True to size and temper.
Precision made for close tolerances. Wire feeds smoothly
into your machine. Silverstitch manufacturing methods
permit closer control over the width and thickness of the
wire.

Electro-galvanized

Width

Thickness

Feet per lb.

.103"

..028"

105

103"

.023"

129

.103"

.020"

148

For greater rust-resistance. A heavy zinc coating is bonded to the wire to prevent chipping or flaking. Stitches
aren't weakened by moisture: They hold securely even if
your box becomes damp.

.103"

.017"

175

.103"

.014"

211

Makes strong stitches.

.060"*

. 024"

.060"*

.0205"

Made from high quality carbon steel, High tensile strength
makes stitches penetrate easily .
hold securely on waxed,
lacquered or printed surfaces. Insures safe arrival of your
product.

Neat appearance.
Silvery colored stitches add to the neat appearance of your
tightly closed box. Stitches don't hide printing on the box,

Continuous-length coils
Speed production. Offered in .10, 25 and 50-.pound coils.

Colorstitch.
Can be supplied in many popular colors. The c616? of
wire can be selected to blend or contrast With-960r
Improves the appearance and sales appeal of your package-:

.

222
260

*Available in 10 and 25 pound coils only

